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OPEN FORUM

In opening its columns to letters addressed to the Tech, FEB. 7, 1935, the Tech was not only not ignored, nor does it necessarily endorse the opinions expressed. It has always stood for the free expression of ideas. However, if the writer desires only the publication of an opinion, he is requested to so indicate.

To the Editor of the Tech.

Dear Sir:

Since I take it for granted that you are willing to have both sides of a controversy expressed in your column, I submit a criticism of the editorial “Misapplied Panacea” as printed in the Tech of the present date. The specific implications of the editorial are obviously grave. Of particular interest is the fact that it is written by a minority, for the implications to the majority are wholly unclear. But of the fallacy and scientific falsity of his conclusions he took advantage of the situation to express.

That evolution is not the same as progress he apparently does not realize. “Survival of the fittest” is a term applied by the author to those best suited to a particular environment. Fitness is not necessarily a by-product of the evolution of a race. Many species have become extinct and PARticularly have been evolved, which suggests that the natural selection of the species is a complete degeneration of the species. Nature preserves those individuals that are most fit to the suffering. She puts to work the best manifested. Selection for any quality other than usefulness is a human invention. If man sets up an ideal of a superior race, and tries to make future generations conform more and more nearly to that ideal, he is striking out for himself. He is not copying nature, but, more than likely, he is pitting himself against nature.

Improvement of the race is an ideal widely held worth striving for. Some people, I believe, attempt to say how the race should be improved. The writer of the editorial, “Misapplied Panacea”, suggests two methods: 1. removal of medical aid to the sick, 2. birth control. The attempt to carry out the first suggestion would, I believe, defeat the purpose of race betterment. The general stock can be improved only by removing the unproductive as well as the destructive. But if carried too far it becomes a minority; the foundation for the scientific attitude set in, which re-awakened interest in the Middle Ages: the church. At that time it was the church, the schools, the wish to set standards of behavior. If the church is now a minority; the foundation for the scientific attitude set in, which re-awakened interest in the Middle Ages: the church. At that time it was the church, the schools, the wish to set standards of behavior. If the Church is now a minority; the foundation for the scientific attitude set in, which re-awakened interest in the Middle Ages: the church. At that time it was the Church, the schools, the wish to set standards of behavior. If the Church is now a minority; the foundation for the scientific attitude set in, which re-awakened interest in the Middle Ages: the church. At that time it was the Church, the schools, the wish to set standards of behavior. If the Church is now a minority; the foundation for the scientific attitude set in, which re-awakened interest in the Middle Ages: the church. At that time it was the Church, the schools, the wish to set standards of behavior. If the Church is now a minority; the foundation for the scientific attitude set in, which re-awakened interest in the Middle Ages: the church. At that time it was the Church, the schools, the wish to set standards of behavior. If the Church is now a minority; the foundation for the scientific attitude set in, which re-awakened interest in the Middle Ages: the church. At that time it was the Church, the schools, the wish to set standards of behavior. If the Church is now a minority; the foundation for the scientific attitude set in, which re-awakened interest in the Middle Ages: the church. At that time it was the Church, the schools, the wish to set standards of behavior. If the Church is now a minority; the foundation for the scientific attitude set in, which re-awakened interest in the Middle Ages: the church. At that time it was the Church, the schools, the wish to set standards of behavior. If the Church is now a minority; the foundation for the scientific attitude set in, which re-awakened interest in the Middle Ages: the church. At that time it was the Church, the schools, the wish to set standards of behavior. If the Church is now a minority; the foundation for the scientific attitude set in, which re-awakened interest in the Middle Ages: the church. At that time it was the

The offender this time is “An Interested American”. If it is not desirability but only adaptiveness. Thus, the writer will call at this office and affix his signature in case letters for publication which are unsigned.

The writer of the editorial, “Misapplied Panacea”, Survival of the Fittest” is an elaboration of the Hopkins School of Thought. The moral implications of the editorial are obviously grave. Of particular interest is the fact that it is written by a minority, for the implications to the majority are wholly unclear. But of the fallacy and scientific falsity of his conclusions he took advantage of the situation to express.

To the Editor of The Tech.

Sir:

I was shocked that you published the scarcely letter signed “Not an Ignorant Foreigner”, especially as the author chose to be anonymous. As an American who was received with the greatest hospitality by the members of the team which will represent America at the Olympics in 1936, I am driven to wonder if the disfavor with which many American and foreign students.

Generally speaking, human nature has changed but slightly: hundreds of years ago, the strong might become sufficiently envious of the weak to the degree that the weak must use birth control to have both sides of a controversy expressed in your column. It is not desirability but only adaptiveness. Thus, the writer will call at this office and affix his signature in case letters for publication which are unsigned.
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This page contains a mix of advertisements and articles. The main content includes:

- An advertisement for Prince Albert pipe tobacco.
- A notice for a Rifle Team Defeated by Richardson Club.
- A notice for the Interlass Swim Meet on December 9.
- An advertisement for the Boston University Welding Class.
- An advertisement for the Boston University Physics Lab.
- An announcement for the first Tech Wrestling Tourney.

There are also notices for events and activities such as tape dancing courses, fencing, and a special course in ballroom and tap dancing.

The page concludes with a notice about the Boston University Welding Class and the Boston University Physics Lab.
**The proof of the cigarette is in the smoking... and it always will be**

Smokers—both men and women—want a cigarette to be mild—yet not flat or insipid. At the same time they want a cigarette that gives them taste—taste they can enjoy.

Chesterfields are outstanding for mildness—outstanding for better taste. You can find that out by smoking them.

---

**Musical Clubs**

Weston, the Glee Club is well prepared, and the Barjo Club is already to give a first-class performance. The concert will begin at 8:30 o'clock. Dancing will follow, and continue until 2 o'clock. Dress is formal, and admission is $2.50 per couple.

**Tech Union**

or popular according to the amount of money he has," said Haynes. Emanuel Rapport, '36, was the second speaker on the program and held that the major prerequisite to success was a professional education. Money, if it is necessary will come in due time if one knows his stuff, he claimed.

Professor F. Alexander Magoun spoke in defense of the knowledge of men as the thing that brings success in life. For fear that the discussion had traveled along lines that were not specified at the start, Professor Magoun added that a division he made among the terms, distinction, success, and notoriety. Anyone can be a success, regardless of his money or his education, if he knows men.

After several of the audience had taken to determine the opinion of the group. Contacts were chosen the first, professional education the second, and money was chosen a poor third.

---

**Dorm Dance**

(Continued from Page 1)

Emanuel Rapport, '36, was the second speaker on the program and held that the major prerequisite to success was a professional education. Money, if it is necessary will come in due time if one knows his stuff, he claimed.

Professor F. Alexander Magoun spoke in defense of the knowledge of men as the thing that brings success in life. For fear that the discussion had traveled along lines that were not specified at the start, Professor Magoun added that a division he made among the terms, distinction, success, and notoriety. Anyone can be a success, regardless of his money or his education, if he knows men.

After several of the audience had taken to determine the opinion of the group. Contacts were chosen the first, professional education the second, and money was chosen a poor third.

---

**Walton Lunch Co.**

Morning, Noon and Night
You will find All Tech at
78 Massachusetts Avenue
CAMBRIDGE

QUICK SERVICE
APPETIZING FOOD
POPULAR PRICES
Quality First Always
THAT'S WALTON'S
1280 Boylston Street
Convenient to Fraternity Men